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Article abstract
The dramatic growth of the security industry has significantly altered the way
security is governed today. We relied on a recent bill on private security
enacted by the province of Québec to question two dimensions, that is the
definition of the object ‘private security,’ as seen by the state, and the existing
ties of this private security with the state and the public police. Drawing from
submissions (white papers) made to the parliamentary committee reviewing
the Bill and from transcripts of the hearings held in Parliament, we designed a
four-layer model to describe the vagueness of the delimitations of private
security, as well as its inner divisions. Then, we shed some light on the capacity
of the state to legislate and legitimate, thus keeping the state in a very strategic,
and partially unchallengeable, position in the governance of security. Finally,
we found that the private security doesn’t want so much to replace the public
police than create its own place in the field of security.
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